Multi-robot systems exploration of an environment is an important process that most automated applications depend on. In this paper, common algorithms used to perform the exploration process of an unknown cell-based environment occupied by a set of obstacles using a set of identical robots are studied and their performance are compared depending on three metrics: the total explored area in the map, overall mission time, and the number of hops in the networked robots. The performance of these algorithms is evaluated for different environments and different team sizes using MRESim computer simulator.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-robot systems (MRS) are a set of mobile robots that are connected through a wireless sensor network to share the sensory information with reconfigurable sensing capabilities [1] . The main goal of MRS is to achieve a complete task simultaneously in a shorter time than a single robot. MRS are characterized by higher fault-tolerance, consolidation of the overlapped information, and the reduction of energy consumption which leads to longer communication time during the task achievement [2, 3] . Recently, MRS have been used in several applications such as military applications, search and rescue, surveillance, cleaning, and mine clearing, etc. [4] . In such applications, robots should make a decision whether to perform new tasks or establish cooperative interactions to achieve their individual and collective goals [4, 5] . Most of MRS applications depend primarily on the multi-robot exploration process to build an environment map. Multi-robot exploration process encounters several challenges that affect its production. These challenges are such as limitations in the environment that may force robots to move together and robot interference with each other due to missing shared information [5, 6] . During multi-robot exploration task, each robot can plan their paths and coordinate their actions. A robot can individually explore different areas of the environment, but without any coordination, it may explore the same area explored by other robots, block other robots, and interpose other robots sensor readings. The absence of coordination in MRS leads to a waste of exploration effort and time [7] . Multi-robot coordination is an essential process of multi-robot exploration task and its performance is affected by its quality [6] [7] [8] . It is used to complete the overall task assigned to the MRS, merge the obtained information by several robots, deal with limited communication, assign tasks to individual robots, specify a set of rules, interact to each individual robots, and overcome the interferences among the robots in order to complete the task efficiently [8, 9] . There are many challenges are still present in the process of multi-robot exploration such as cooperation control, concurrent localization, mapping, collision avoidance, task planning, and communication among robots, coordination, navigation. As an example, Fig. 1 shows that three robots try to explore the environment and navigate to their targeted locations. While Robot 3 can navigate to its goal, ignoring the remaining robots, Robots 1 and 2 need to coordinate so as not to cross the narrow doorway simultaneously [9, 10] .
Figure 1 An example of simple navigation task
Task coordination in MRS has been divided into three main categories according to the architecture of the robots team as the following [10, 11] : i. Distributed Coordination: as shown in Fig. 2 -a, this category characterized by the absence of the central control, and all robots are completely autonomous in the decision-making process. Each robot can create its map, and exchange it with other robots in order to build a complete map [8, 12, 13] . ii. Centralized Coordination: as shown in Fig 2- b, this category characterized by the existence of central control robot that communicate with all other robots in order to share the global information about the environment and the robots. It also responsible for generation of the map using the collected information. This architecture is working fast for small number of robots and becomes inefficient for large number of robots due to higher communication overhead, and produces a highly vulnerable system if the central control robot malfunctions [10, [14] [15] [16] . iii. Decentralized Coordination: as shown in Fig. 2 -c, this category robots are organized into clusters with a local controller, and each cluster is responsible for performing sub-task individually. It provides more robust solutions and able to influence the entire team's actions through global goals and plans [11, 12, 17, 18] .
Figure2 Different types of coordination hierarchy
In this paper, the coordination of MRS exploration is studied and a set of common recently used algorithms are presented and compared with a set of different team sizes and different environment structures. The paper is organized as follows: the problem of exploring an unknown environment is described and formulated in section 2. The multi-robot exploration algorithms are discussed in section 3, a comparison between the performances of coordination strategies are showed and analysed in section 4, and finally, our work is concluded with a suggestion for future works which is presented in section 5.
MRS EXPLORATION OF UNKNOWN ENVIRONMENTS
MRS can be used to explore an unknown environment occupied by a set of obstacles. During the exploration process, MRS can gather information, acquire graphical representation, and explore and build the global map of an unknown environment by processing the local maps generated by each robot. MRS exploration task is ended after generating the environment map. It can be represented as graphs (Voronoi diagram, Visibility graph), cells (occupancy grids), polygons or trees (graph without cycles) [11, 19] . The main items that affect the exploration process are the environment, obstacles, set of robots and the exploration of algorithm.
Environment
An environment is a finite two-dimensional space with boundary, and it can be represented as i. Grid or cell-based maps: is an environment divided into similar cells. Each cell may be unexplored cell, free cell, wall cell, or frontier cell [13, 20] . ii. Feature or landmark maps, it extracts the features from the environment to represent the signature of the world [21, 22] . iii. Graph-based maps: is described as a graph consists of edges and vertices, it represents the environment as an abstract model with intersected and integrated paths [4, 12] , iv. Semantic maps, is an abstract model that contains the relationships and functions of the objects in the environment This paper will concentrate on the cell-based map while performing the task.
Obstacles
Initially, the explored environment is occupied by a set of static obstacles distributed randomly with different shapes and positions.
Mobile robots
A team of homogenous or heterogeneous robots are used to perform the exploration task. These robots can move from the centre of one cell to another depending on some local information about the other robots or the other cells [1, 11, 23] . This paper will concentrate on the homogenous robots during the task.
Exploration algorithm
Exploring algorithm determines the shortest and the lowest-cost path of a robot based on the environment size and type, cell size, and the numbers of robots constitute the exploration team and update the environment map based on the gathered information [3, 24] . A set of common exploration algorithms will be discussed in section 4.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
MRS exploration problem is formulated as follows: given a set of robots and a set of goals . Each robot must travel distance to reach the goal [10, 11, 25] .
Finds the M optimal paths sequences of N paths that minimize the travel distance such as:
(1) where is the expected meantime of the paths and is traverse time along these paths using the robot . The factors that affect the performance of exploration process depending on the environment parameters are:
i. Environment complexity: there are some environment aspects that affect the environment complexity, such as the density of obstacle distribution, the number of walls in the environment and width of the walls [11, 26] . ii. The communication range among: the robots to exchange the information via communication channels such as sensor data and processed data. In this paper, we assume that each robot can communicate with other robots perfectly, without any communication faults in the robot specified sensor range and communication range which are considered as 3 and 10 cell units respectively [10, 27] . iii. Number of robots: is an important factor that affects the exploration time of the environment [9] . iv. The environment's size [11, 23] affects the exploration process, a large environment requires a long exploration time. In this paper we have used three different structural environments but with the same size.
Assumptions:
i. Each robot initially has no information about other robots and the environment excepts the relative distances with other robots. ii. All robots have the same geometrical sizes equal to the size of a grid cell. iii. Each robot is able to communicate with the environment with no delay. iv. All robots can move upward, downward, leftward, and rightward. v.
MULTI-ROBOT EXPLORATION ALGORITHMS
Many exploration algorithms exist. Four methods are studied within the presented exploration framework, and the following paragraph gives an overview of these algorithms.
THE FRONTIER-BASED EXPLORATION ALGORITHM
The basic idea of this algorithm is to gather all the information about the environment by navigating to the boundary that separates the known and the unknown areas. When a robot navigates to a frontier cell, it uses the newly obtained information to construct the mapped area. The robot navigates to the next frontier cell in the assigned path to complete the map building process by adding the obtained information to the map, and increases its knowledge of the environment. If no frontier is found, it will return back to the common station and if a collision is detected, the robot replans the path. It returns left or right to avoid sticking with obstacles [19, 22, 27] . A summary of this procedure is presented in Algorithm 1. 
THE ROLE-BASED EXPLORATION ALGORITHM
The role-based exploration algorithm deals with the missing of communication capabilities in MRS exploration process for static environments [17, 18] . Robots are joined to a network and share the local information with the team [11, 13] . Initially, the robot's team is formed as a hierarchical tree of three layers. The robot(s) in the first layer represents the base station of the network. Robots exist on the second layer work as relays that share information between the basestation robot and the explorer robots in the third layer. The explorer robots explore the environment and send the information to the relay robot at a scheduled time. A summary of the procedure is presented in Algorithm 2. 
4.3THE LEADER-FOLLOWER EXPLORATION ALGORITHM
This algorithm focuses only on the function of the robot team rather than the environment structure. According to the distance between robots and the corridors, the function of each robot can be changed as well as the detection results. If a robot recognizes the corridor, it acts as a leader, and the remaining robots will be set as followers [10, 5, 6] . The following robots are looking at two factors, the first one is the Cost ( ), which is the sum of distance from robot to reach the frontier ( and the orientation cost ( ) of the robot when it rotates to reach the targeted frontier. The second one is the Frontier utility to compute the proper frontier to the robots, and the difference between the frontier utility and the cost give the reward function of the followers from robot robot to the frontier , the reward is shown below.
The markers or labels of the frontier are also taken into consideration to evaluate the suitable corridors assignment to the robots if L=1 the robot will assign to the targeted frontier and it sets as a leader if L=0 no frontier assigned to the robot. In this case, the optimal task assignment decision can be given as follows: (4) where , is the best solution for task assignment. The details of this procedure are shown in algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. The leader-follower exploration
Input: A cell-based map and the sensor data of robots. Output: Build the map of an unknown environment using the input capability. Evaluate the labels L of frontier .
Calculate the cost for all robots to reach frontier . If the frontier is labeled as corridor (L =1) without a target robot
Determine a robot for a frontier which satisfy Share the modified robot role with other robots End if While there is no robot assigned to a target frontier j which label L= 0 Determine a robot for a frontier according to the optimal decision solution Reduce the remaining utility frontiers' as the laser's range of robot can reach.
End while

THE HUNGARIAN ALGORITHM
This algorithm is the same as frontier-based exploration, except it use the Hungarian algorithm for the task of the assignment process. For the sake of simplicity, we have called this algorithm Hungarian exploration algorithm. The algorithm attempts to find the best goal state in terms of the given cost function and then finds the optimal route to ensure that the total length of the robot path that moves to its future position is minimized [25, 26] .
Algorithm 4. The Hungarian exploration
Given a cost matrix of size to find an optimal assignment. Step 1. The smallest entry in each row is subtracted from all the entries of this row.
Step 2. The smallest entry in each column is subtracted from all the entries of this column.
Step 3. Covered all zero entry in the cost matrix by drawing appropriate lines of rows and columns.
Step 4. Test for optimality: If zero line = n then An optimal assignment of zero's is possible Exist. else if zero line < n then Jump to Step 5.
Step 5. Calculate the smallest entry doesn't cover by any lines.
Subtract it from each uncovered row and add it to all covered column.
Return to Step 3.
Hungarian is an integrative optimization algorithm that solves the problem of mapping in a time limit to enhance the robot-task assignment. The task assignment can be built as a matrix of size matrix, where the element represents the path length from the robot to the goal . For any cost matrix , the Hungarian finds the optimal task assignment with a minimal cost and then finds the optimal route to ensure that the total length of the robot path that moves to its future position is minimized. At first, it assumes that the number of targets is the same as the number of robots. In case they are different, virtual goals or virtual robots can be added and assigned to a fixed cost and they are skipped during the exploration process [27] . After deciding the future locations, the future network must be connected. This future location and a global map are broadcasted to other robot teams by the leader. A summary of the procedure is shown in algorithm 4.
THE SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to compare the above-listed MRS exploration algorithms, MRESim is used as an exploration framework [1, 11, 27] . All the simulation experiments are tested on the same machine using the core-i5 processor at 3.8 GHz, 8 GB RAM running under windows 7. The total number of runs are thus (4 exploration algorithms) * (3 maps) * (5 team size configurations) * (average of 12 runs for each experiment) = 720 runs. The simulator assumes perfect localization and noise-free sensor data [9, 10, 15] . A set of experiments are applied on three different maps with various structures and fixed sizes as described in Fig. 3 . Each environment will be modeled as an occupancy grid of cells. All the algorithms are tested to cover the whole environment by a team of identical MRS. In order to get near accurate evaluation results; these experiments will be implemented using a verity size of robot team, two, four, and six robots. Fig.3 shows three maps with the same dimensions and different structures, these maps can be titled as simple, moderate and complex maps. The simple map in Fig.3 -a describes the case of a big room with a large free space, no walls in the middle or in other places except the sides and four fixed square obstacles with equal dimensions and black color. The moderate map in Fig. 3 -b is more complex as it contains large corridors and divided into a group of small unequal rooms. The complex map in Fig. 3-c. has a large number of small corridors divided into many unequal and small rooms, it represents a real building with many separate rooms. The simulation is run over a sequence of data such as (map size, map characteristics, size of the robot team and strategies used) which represents the main factors of the assessment process. It is repeated several times to obtain important statistical information about the performance of the task. The number of simulation runs is equal for the three maps to proceed this number of simulation runs, and the statistical assessment that compares the four algorithms are shown in Figs. 5-8 [10, 11] . In order to evaluate and compare all individual exploration strategies, it is beneficial to have a common set of measurable performance values that indicate the relative achievement of each algorithm used. The proposition metrics are as follows:
• Maximize the total explored area in the map: as shown in Fig. 7 the area that the robot senses using the measuring device sensor is collected from all the robots team.
• Minimize the mean exploration time: by calculating the robots trajectories with all algorithms as shown in Fig. 8 .
• Reduction of total hop counts: the link bridges that are established to connect a pair of robots may have multiple hops, each of them may raise some delay in the communication network between the robot team. This metric is shown in Fig. 10 , for simplicity, the test is run only in case of 10-robot-team with complex environment. All the robots are is supposed to move from the top left corner to the bottom right corner. The four algorithms are run on all three maps. Performance of each of the algorithms is measured in terms of (a) number of movement steps, (b) path length or mean exploration time, (c) number of hop counts. One movement step is the robot's moving from one cell to any of its adjacent neighbouring cells, and one step's length may be 1 or 1.414 [11] . An example of how to calculate these parameters is shown in Fig. 4 [10,11] . The graphs shown from Figs. 5-8 compare the performance of the four exploration algorithms based on (i) the average number of movement steps of each robot to accomplish the task, and (ii) the meantime (average path length) of exploration required by each robot to fully explore the environment's maps. For the simple map environment, the simulation results for all algorithms using different robots sets of sizes: 2, 4 and 6 robots are shown in Fig. 5 . It indicates that the four algorithms give approximately the same results for all team sizes; except for the leaderfollower algorithm which has a slightly different behaviour. Also, the number of steps needed by each team to completely explore the entire map decreases while the number of the robot in each team increases as shown in Fig. 6 . For example, the maximum number of steps required by a team of 2 robots is 1008 steps and 736 steps for a team of 6 robots when using the role-based algorithm. The same experiment is tested for the moderate map described in Fig. 3-b and the results are plotted as shown in Fig. 6 . The moderate map is somewhat more complex than the simple map. Therefore, the results of this experiment indicate that there are some differences among the four algorithms. Some of these differences are reflected in the frontier-based and leader-follower algorithms; which are the worst two algorithms especially in case of four and six team sizes. The role-based algorithm yields better results followed by Hungarian method as shown in Fig. 6 . The only result that the frontier-based superiority of the remaining algorithms is in case of using a team of 2 robots. As shown in Fig. 6 the number of steps in case of moderate map exceeded the number of steps required to completely explore the entire simple map, this is normal because this map is more complex than the simple map, also the number of steps decreases as the number of the robots. For example, the maximum number of steps required by a team of 2 robots is 1404 steps, while in a team of 6 robots it is 825 steps when using the role-based algorithm. Finally, the same experiment is tested for the more complex environment as described in Fig. 3 -c and the simulation results are plotted in Fig. 7 . We have found that the performance of the role-based and Hungarian algorithms are better, but the performance of the leader-follower and frontier-based is less than them the reason of this is that the more complex the map is, the less their performance and the number of steps decreases as the number of the robot increases. For example, the maximum number of steps required by a team of 2 robots is 1444 steps, while in a team of 6 robots it is 912 steps when using the role-based algorithm. From all the above results we can conclude that as the number of robots increases the number of steps required to explore the entire maps decreases. Finally, it is possible to say that the best results are achieved by the role-based algorithm followed by Hungarian which even outperforms the role-based algorithm in some cases. The worst two algorithms are frontier-based followed by leader-follower Algorithm. The number of steps that are required for each size of a robot team to accomplish MRS exploration task using the four strategies in the three different maps of an environment is shown in Table 1 . The table shows that each algorithm contains a row that splits into three rows of numerical data information; these data are arranged from a top that corresponds to a simple map, moderate map and complex maps. The meantime of the exploration process required by each size of a robot team to complete MRS exploration and coordination task using the four strategies in the three different environment's maps is shown in Table 2 . The table shows that each algorithm contains a row that splits into three rows of numerical data information, these data are arranged from a top that corresponds to a simple map, a medium that corresponds to a moderate map and down that is corresponds to a complex map [10, 11] . In order to reduce the communications overlapping between the robot team and some of them, it is necessary to ensure that the robots in the area that are already explored are compatible with each other at all times. Therefore, a communication mechanism is created so that robots can share their local information with each other at each movement step. The four algorithms mentioned in this paper are communicated using a centralized manner, Fig. 9 shows an example of a multi-hop network that demonstrates the centralized communication systems. If we consider the hop count values for all paths among all robot pairs the result is shown in Table 3 , in another way when we take any robot as a central node (e.g robot 3) the hop count values for all path established for robot 3 is shown in Table 3 . Figure 9 Example of multi-hop network Fig. 10 shows that the total number of hop counts needed at every step in all algorithms based exploration method with 10 robots to make the test simple. This paper based on [21, 27, 28] , therefore, the min and max hop counts for the complex map using role-based, Hungarian, frontier-based and leader-follower algorithms remain within the band of [(20-40) , , (38-56), (42-58)] respectively, except in some cases where the Hungarian and leader-follower algorithms exceed this band ,especially when using a complex environmental map.
Figure10 Number of steps versus total hop counts in the case of 10 robot for complex map 6. COCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS In this paper, a four common MRS exploration algorithms are presented, and its performances are analyzed and compared for different team sizes and different environments with respect to three metrics total time needed to explore the three environments, number of steps to accomplish the exploration task. Role-based exploration algorithm yields better results than the other used algorithms followed by Hungarian. In the future, the role-based exploration algorithm can be used as the main exploration algorithm to design a framework for task coordination in MRS.
